Kicked in the Face by a Fish
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Abstract

Facial trauma caused by animals is a well known aetiology for maxillofacial injuries. Our case is an injury to the midface and upper face, caused by an unusual animal in the world of maxillofacial trauma, in circumstances not very commonly seen, and certainly only exists in few parts of the world. This assault results in a fracture in one of the stronger corners of the orbital cavity rather than the commonly seen floor fractures which is partly likely to break first with blunt external trauma.
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1. Introduction

Animal assault to human is a documented cause for facial fractures; literature is full of documentation of different soft and hard tissue trauma caused by anything from animal bites [1], to kicks, most commonly by horses [2]. Animal bites are a significant public health problem, with the majority of bites coming from dogs, cats and humans. These may present as punctures, abrasions, tears, or avulsions. The clinical presentation and appropriate treatment of infected bite wounds vary according to the animal and causative organisms. The management of animal bites is an evidence poor area and most recommendations are based on small case series, microbiological data and expert opinion.

We present a case of facial orbital trauma that results in an orbital fracture not readily explicable by the causative factor. This is caused by a small to medium size fish hitting the face with its tail, outside water.

2. Case Report

A 33-year-old male was admitted under neurosurgery and maxillofacial surgery on 25/4/2008 having been hit by
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The description of the events that lead to the injury was that he was fishing at night sat in his boat, he heard movement in the water right behind him, he then decided to shine a bright light torch to the water to see what was happening, suddenly a fish flew up in the air and hit his right eye, and escaped unharmed back to the sea, the fish was described by the patient as a 30 cm long of the type called locally as Hakool, this was confirmed from the website of the Qatar Marine to be the Needlefish [3] [4].

Patient was conscious, orientated with BP 142/95, and 15/15 on the Glasgow scale. Saturation of 99%, airway was stable and spine is clear of injury.

Maxillofacial examination showed a severe periorbital bruise, mild proptosis, subconjunctival haemorrhage with no posterior border, bruising over the frontal area, reactive pupils of normal size.

CT scan examination revealed orbital roof/medial wall fracture on the right side and globe displacement due to orbital oedema, pneumocephalus and orbital emphysema can also be seen on the ct due to involvement of the Ethmoidal air cells in the medial wall.

Needlefish are slender fish, ranging from 3 centimetres to 1 m in length. Their most distinctive feature is their long narrow beak, which bears multiple sharp teeth. Their upper jaw is smaller than the lower, they feed on fish once the beak fully develops (Figure 1 and Figure 2) [5].

Needlefish are capable of jumping out of the water at up to 60 km/h. they swim near the surface, and often leap over the decks of shallow boats rather than going around. This jumping activity is apparently excited by light at night; night fisherman and divers in areas across the areas where they are known to exist have been occasionally “attacked” by needlefish diving towards the light source at high speed.

The 33 year old male fisherman was brought in with fracture of the orbital roof/medial orbital wall junction, and pneumocephalus (Figure 3), he had right peri-orbital ecchymosis, making it difficult to examine the eye, therefore ophthalmic opinion was sought, he had no globe injury.

The patient was admitted for neuro and eye observation, ct scan was taken which revealed a lot of oedema medial to the eyeglobe, a fracture of the orbital roof/medial wall area with orbital emphysema and mild pneumocephalus, the fracture was posterior and lateral to the naso-frontal duct (Figure 4 and Figure 5) which was not
disrupted, ct also showed what initially appeared as maxillary fluid level, but was later confirmed as pre-existing chronic sinusitis.

This injury was treated conservatively with antibiotics and NSAIDs for pain and inflammation; he was discharged after two days and kept under reviews for fear of developing any frontal sinus pathology iepneumocephalocele with no further complications two years onwards.
3. Discussion

This is an unusual injury caused by unusual aetiology and circumstances. First, it is unusual for a blunt trauma on the eyeglobe and external orbital to cause a fracture in the orbital roof not the floor with the latter being the weakest out of both, therefore orbital floor fractures are the normal findings with blunt trauma not involving the rims with framework fractures [6]; second, the size of the fish, and the fact that the injury happens out of water are also not commonly encountered scenarios.

Two cases involving maxillofacial injury are reported in the literature ever involving this family of fish but by directly stabbing the orbit and brain [7] with the beaks, or orbit only in the second report [8]. To our knowledge, this is the first case of facial injury caused by the tail of this relatively small type of fish. The result is also an unexpected variant of orbital fracture in an area which is not normally regarded as common first line injury seen with the usual foreign blunt hit on eyeball/orbit producing the classical orbital floor, or floor/medial fracture. Alternatively, the fracture happens in one of the stronger points in the orbit which is the medial wall/roof corner without involving the external frame of the orbit.
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